SILVERSTONE PARK:
AI in Residence Programme
Catalysing Artificial Intelligence Projects
for High-Tech Manufacturers
AND

MKAI LEADS PRESTIGIOUS 'AI
IN RESIDENCE’ PROGRAMME
AT SILVERSTONE PARK

VOICE OF THE CLIENT
THE OPPORTUNITY
MEPC invested in a new project with MKAI that helped
businesses at its Silverstone Park development gain an
edge in the future use of cognitive technologies, including
artificial intelligence, robotics, augmented reality and
virtual reality.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
MKAI is leading the AI in Residence program in Silverstone
Park. MKAI helps resident businesses identify vital
technologies that will benefit their organisations as they
face future challenges. Guiding Silverstone Park-based
businesses through the critical types of emerging
technologies is an outstanding opportunity that will help
these buisnesses to:
–
–
–
–

“I was very excited to be
working with MKAI. Their

team shares my vision of
purposely introducing
new technologies to

business leaders. Through
our work together it was
remarkable to see the

number of new business
opportunities that arose

by connecting advanced
engineering experts with
the practical uses

cognitive technologies in
the right environment"

Improve customer experience
Enhance engineering processes
Advance building management systems
Develop new products and services based on data

ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
MKAI and Silverstone Park have formed an exciting
partnership. The MKAI-Silverstone Park partnership
opened the doors to the innovative ‘AI in Residence’
program, which will allow direct access to the park's
residence in which a unique programme of workshops
and collaboration with technology experts and advisory
services will be provided.

BENEFITS
The Park is a hive of innovation and technological
breakthroughs. This programme showed true leadership
from MEPC to help the resident companies leverage
artificial intelligence technologies that create competitive
advantages.

ROZ BIRD
Commercial Director at MEPC.

Partnership
Description &
the Outcome

The MKAI AI in Residence program
provided a range of opportunities
for companies to develop their
understanding and use of AI

solutions within their businesses.

CONTRIBUTION

Silverstone Park is an innovative business
park in Northamptonshire, UK hosting
prestigious companies as; Ducati, Lotus,
Porsche, Virgin Racing, and Delta Cosworth.
MKAI is proud to be partnered with this
leading business park and its businesses to
help guide them through the deployment of
key emerging technologies.
Through our role as 'AI in Residence,' MKAI
can identify key areas in which businesses
could benefit from the use of artificial
intelligence (AI). As the world becomes
increasingly connected, it’s important that
organisations stay on top of the latest
technology trends.
Guiding Silverstone Park-based businesses
through these critical types of emerging
technologies is an outstanding opportunity
for MKAI and Silverstone Park to work
together and create measurable impact.

FUTURE GOALS

MEPC and MKAI share a vision of making
Silverstone Park a centre for innovation,
technology and enterprise development.
Some of the Park-based businesses that took
part in the project included:
•
•
•
•

Digital Manufacturing Centre, run by KWSP
Applus+ 3C Test
Danecca
Lunaz

I am delighted that MKAI
is supporting Silverstone
Park with AI in Residence.
The Park is a hive of
innovation and
technological
breakthroughs, and I
believe that this
programme shows true
leadership from MEPC to
help the resident
companies leverage
artificial intelligence
technologies that create
competitive advantages.

RICHARD FOSTERFLETCHER
CHAIR AT MKAI

I'm enthusiastic about
this partnership which will
bring more innovation to
the Oxford, Milton Keynes,
Cambridge Supercluster,
and technology
ecosystem. The
collaboration will spark
ideas and inspiration and
bridge the high-tech
potential of the Park with
the latest artificial
intelligence
breakthroughs by
catalyzing and supporting
real-world projects.

DR. ODILIA COI
DIRECTOR of INNOVATION AT MKAI

